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Several charged charmonium-like hadrons called Zc have been recently discovered by different
experiments. In contrast to conventional hadrons these contain at least two valence quarks and
antiquarks (c¯c ¯du). We perform a lattice QCD simulation of the IG(JPC) = 1+(1+−) channel
including all relevant two-meson operators under 4.3 GeV: J/ψ pi , ψ2Spi , ψ1Dpi , D ¯D∗, D∗ ¯D∗, ηcρ
as well as additional diquark anti-diquark operators. In our N f = 2 simulation with pion mass
at 266 MeV we are able to identify all two-meson levels within the energy region of interest.
However we find no additional level identifiable as a candidate for Zc.
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1. Motivation
Mesons are most often considered as a pair of a quark and anti-quark, but recent experimental
data shows that there exist exotic mesons made up from at least two quarks and anti-quarks (c¯c ¯du)
as reviewed in [1]. Among such states are some that have negative charge conjugation number and
we list those states together with their dominant decay modes and quantum numbers in Table 1.
particle C JP decay collaboration
Z+(4430) −1 1+ ψ(2S)pi+ Belle [2], LHCb [3]
Z+c (3900) −1 ?? J/ψpi+ BESIII [4], Belle [5], CLEO-c [6]
Z+c (3885) −1 1+ (DD∗)+ BESIII [7]
Z+c (4020) −1 ?? hc(1P)pi+ BESIII [8]
Z+c (4025) −1 ?? (D∗D∗)+ BESIII [9]
Z+(4200) −1 1+ J/ψpi+ Belle [10]
Table 1: Experimental status of the Zc candidates in the JPC = 1+− channel.
In this study we focus on the JPC = 1+− charmonium-like channel, where at least two of the
states from Table 1 appear in experiment. States with the unknown JP in Table 1 are likely also in
the same channel, however their quantum numbers have not been determined yet.
There were two previous lattice QCD studies of the JPC = 1+− charmonium-like channel. The first
study [11] focused on the region below 4 GeV, however no additional energy levels appeared in that
simulation, nor any noticeable energy shifts. The second lattice simulation [12] focused on DD∗
scattering in the JPC = 1+− channel. The authors were able to extract near threshold parameters
and claimed to find no candidate.
2. Lattice setup
We use an ensemble of gauge configurations with N f = 2 Wilson quarks where the pion mass
was 266 MeV and the lattice spacing a = 0.1239(12) fm [13, 14]. The full box, 163×32, is about
2 fm in size, which turns out to be an important advantage, as the amount of two-meson energy
levels within an energy region is tractable.
The charm quarks are treated with the Fermilab method [15], where the discretization effects of the
heavy charm quark are suppressed. Energy levels are obtained relative to the spin averaged mass:
En −ms.a., where ms.a. =
mηc+3mJ/ψ
4 . In order to show results at the appropriate scales we present
our energies as: En−mlatt.s.a. +m
phys
s.a. .
To evaluate the correlator matrix, Ci j = 〈Ω|Oi(tsnk)O†j (tsrc)|Ω〉, we use the distillation method [16],
which is an all-to-all method particularly useful on smaller physical volumes. Within this method
propagators are translated into perambulators (going from a source field to a sink field). The form
of the source particles is encoded within the so-called φ matrices, which contain all interpolator
structure.
Operators included in the correlator matrix need to be chosen carefully, as in principle all states with
the given quantum numbers appear. This means, that all two-meson states as well as any potential
bound states or resonances with IG(JPC) = 1+(1+−) are present in the spectrum. In order to be
able to recognize any additional states, first all the two-meson energy levels need to be identified.
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Only after that any additional states can become candidates for Zc. In the simulation, we use 22
interpolating operators 1, which are listed in Eq. 2.1:
O
ψ(0)pi(0)
1 = c¯γic(0) ¯dγ5u(0) ,
O
ψ(0)pi(0)
2 = c¯γiγtc(0) ¯dγ5u(0) ,
O
ψ(0)pi(0)
3 = c¯
←−∇ jγi
−→∇ jc(0) ¯dγ5u(0) ,
O
ψ(0)pi(0)
4 = c¯
←−∇ jγiγt
−→∇ jc(0) ¯dγ5u(0) ,
O
ψ(0)pi(0)
5 = |εi jk||εklm| c¯γ j
←−∇ l
−→∇ mc(0) ¯dγ5u(0) ,
O
ψ(0)pi(0)
6 = |εi jk||εklm| c¯γtγ j
←−∇ l
−→∇ mc(0) ¯dγ5u(0) ,
O
ψ(0)pi(0)
7 = Ri jkQklm c¯γ j
←−∇ l
−→∇ mc ¯dγ5u(0) ,
O
ψ(0)pi(0)
8 = Ri jkQklm c¯γtγ j
←−∇ l
−→∇ mc ¯dγ5u(0) ,
O
ψ(1)pi(−1)
9 = ∑
ek=±ex,y,z
c¯γic(ek) ¯dγ5u(−ek) ,
O
ψ(2)pi(−2)
10 = ∑
|uk|2=2
c¯γic(uk) ¯dγ5u(−uk) ,
O
ηc(0)ρ(0)
11 = c¯γ5c(0) ¯dγiu(0) ,
O
ηc(1)ρ(−1)
12 = ∑
ek=±ex,y,z
c¯γ5c(ek) ¯dγiu(−ek) ,
O
D(0)D∗(0)
13 = c¯γ5u(0) ¯dγic(0)+ {γ5 ↔ γi} ,
O
D(0)D∗(0)
14 = c¯γ5γtu(0) ¯dγiγtc(0)+ {γ5 ↔ γi} ,
O
D(1)D∗(−1)
15 = ∑
ek=±ex,y,z
c¯γ5u(ek) ¯dγic(−ek)+ {γ5 ↔ γi} ,
O
D(2)D∗(−2)
16 = ∑
|uk|2=2
c¯γ5u(uk) ¯dγic(−uk)+ {γ5 ↔ γi} ,
O
D∗(0)D∗(0)
17 = εi jl c¯γ ju(0) ¯dγlc(0) ,
O
D∗(1)D∗(−1)
18 = ∑
ek=±ex,y,z
εi jl c¯γ ju(ek) ¯dγlc(−ek)
O
4q
19 = N
3
L εabcεab′c′(c¯bCγ5 ¯dc cb′γiCuc′
− c¯bCγi ¯dc cb′γ5Cuc′) ,
O
4q
20 = N
3
L εabcεab′c′(c¯bC ¯dc cb′γiγ5Cuc′
− c¯bCγiγ5 ¯dc cb′Cuc′) ,
O
4q
21 = O
4q
19 (Nv=32) ,
O
4q
22 = O
4q
20 (Nv=32) .
The numbers in the parenthesis, i.e. c¯γic(0), indicate the momentum projections for each current
used in the operators. OMM1−18 are two-meson operators used to obtain the relevant scattering channels
in the energy region up to 4.3 GeV. Their non-interacting energies E1(p)+E2(−p) correspond to
the lines drawn in Fig. 1. They represent the two-meson states J/ψ pi , ψ2Spi , ψ1Dpi , D ¯D∗, D∗ ¯D∗,
ηcρ at different momentum projections. There are also four additional operators O4q19−22, which
are the color triplet combinations with "good" and "bad" positive parity diquarks (O4q19,21) and a
combination of negative parity diquarks O4q20,22 [17]. All diquark anti-diquark interpolators are
symmetrized to give good charge conjugation.
The Wick contractions obtained from these operators are shown in Fig. 2. The contractions
can be divided into two distinct types of diagrams, those where charm perambulators propagate
from source to sink and those where they propagate from source to source or sink to sink. The
latter couple strongly to light states with the same quantum numbers, which makes the extraction
of any physical quantities at charmonium-like energies unfeasible and are thus not used in the cal-
culation. Note that these diagrams are also omited in most lattice simulations of charmonium and
other hidden charm states.
3. Results
To obtain the spectrum from the correlator matrix we solve the Generalized EigenValue Prob-
lem (GEVP) [18, 19, 20, 21] :
C(t)~u(t) = λ (t)C(t0)~u(t). (3.1)
1hc(1)pi(−1) is not included, as the naive implementation couples to the wrong ground state.
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Figure 1: Noninteracting two-meson levels for the IG(JPC) = 1+(1+−) channel up to 4.3 GeV on the 2 fm
lattice.
The energies are determined from the large time limit of the eigenvalues λ (t) ∝ e−Ent and the
correlator matrix can be written as:
Ci j(t) = ∑
n
Zni Z
∗n
j e
−Ent . (3.2)
At first we looked at the basis O1−9,11,13−15,17,19−222, where we identified a viable candidate
for Zc at 4.16 GeV. However after adding operators O10,12,16,18, which correspond ψ(2)pi(−2),
ηc(1)ρ(−1), D(2)D∗(−2), D∗(1)D∗(−1) two-meson states, we found that our candidate was ac-
tually a linear combination of the two-meson states, which was missing in the smaller basis.
The fitted energies from the full basis are presented in Fig. 3, where the experimental status
is compared with O18−22 either included or excluded in the simulation [22]. The black circles
represent states identified as two-meson states; they lie near their expected noninteracting energy
levels. The additional green circle shown in the middle plot of Fig. 3 could be a potential candidate.
However as it is uncertain whether it is an additional state corresponding to a candidate, or just
another two-meson level related to the tetraquark operators via Fierz transformations, we cannot
reliably claim it to be a candidate. It lies at approximately 4.4 GeV, which is outside of the region
which we covered with two-meson operators. Further details on this analysis can be found in Ref.
[22].
Note that an additional level is expected in elastic scattering, if the decay widths of the states
are not too broad, and we have verified from experimental widths that the Zc’s are narrow enough to
give an additional state. Based on these results we conclude, that either there is no sizable [c¯q¯]3[cq]¯3
component in the Zc, that the pion mass is to high or that the assumption of the appearance of the
2Results presented at the conference were founded on this basis and its sub-bases.
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Figure 2: Diagrams for Wick contractions in the IG(JPC) = 1+(1+−) charmonium-like channel. Full red
lines represent the charm quarks, dashed black lines the up quark and the dashed dotted blue lines the down
quark. a Wick diagrams, where charm quarks propagate from source timeslice to sink timeslice. b Wick
diagrams, where charm quarks propagate from source/sink timeslice to source/sink timeslice. As these
diagrams couple to lighter states, they are not included in the analysis.
additional level does not hold.
It is still unclear whether the Zc is a typical resonance, or if it only appears due to multi-channel
phenomena. There is also another potential reason why Zc did not appear in our simulation; the
Z+c (3900) was found only in e+e− → Y (4260) → (J/ψpi+)pi− [4, 5, 6], but not in the decays
B−0 → (J/ψpi+)K− [10], B−0 → (J/ψpi+)pi− [23] or in γ p→ (J/ψpi+)n [24]. This might indicate
that the peek seen in e+e−→Y (4660)→ (J/ψpi+)pi− might not be of dynamical origin.
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Figure 3: The spectrum for quantum numbers IG(JPC) = 1+(1+−) from the full basis. a Experimental
status as in Table 1, dashed lines show the decay width of the state. b Results from full basis. Black dots
correspond to two meson levels and the green dot is an additional state above 4.3 GeV. It is likely another
two-meson state not included in the basis. c Results from basis without diquark anti-diquark operators.
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